Background
==========

Protein sequence alignments usually rely on a substitution matrix. This reflects an evolutionary model and the probability that one type of residue has mutated to another \[[@B1],[@B2]\]. Protein structures can also be aligned, but using a very different set of heuristics. Here, we propose a single framework which estimates the similarity of small protein fragments and can be applied to sequence, structure or both simultaneously. The cost is that one has to discard the evolutionary model and replace it with one based purely on descriptive statistics. The benefit is that after the initial approximations, one has a rather rigorous measure of the similarity of pieces of proteins.

Just considering sequences, there is already a history working with different sized fragments. Firstly, one can think of conventional sequence alignment as working with fragments of length *k*, where *k*= 1. There is plenty of data to estimate the log-odds probabilities of 20 × 21/2 = 210 possible mutations \[[@B2]\]. Since sites in a protein are not independent, one could try to build a substitution matrix for *k*= 2 (dipeptides) \[[@B3],[@B4]\]. Unfortunately, there is simply not enough data to estimate all of the 400 × 401/2 = 80 200 mutation rates \[[@B4],[@B5]\]. The direct parameter estimation requires that all mutations be observed and, for reliable statistics, frequently observed.

Proteins can also be aligned on the basis of their structures, but there is no single popular methodology. Structure reflects the arrangement of residues in space and is not a property of a single residue, so fragments with *k*= 1 will never be a good way to represent structural properties. Furthermore, of the mass of structural alignment methods \[[@B6]-[@B34]\], hardly any explicitly try to estimate log-odds probabilities as a similarity measure \[[@B35]\].

If one is willing to forget the evolutionary model, it should be possible to statistically measure fragment similarity, but based on what is observed, rather than requiring that everything possible be observed. Furthermore, one should be able to work with larger fragment lengths. A fragment could be characterised by some vector of properties and the similarity of two such vectors would measure the similarity of the fragments.

This has been done using physical or chemical properties which seem reasonable to a chemist \[[@B16],[@B28]\], but we have aimed for a more objective statistical approach. In this work, long vectors are created, but they come from a probabilistic classification procedure. With *N*~*c*~classes, a fragment has a vector of probabilities that it is in class 1, 2, \...*N*~*c*~. Given this vector for two such fragments, one can then ask, what is the probability that two fragments are in the same class ? Regardless of which class this is, similar fragments will have similar vectors of probabilities. The classification may not be perfect, so some fragments may have a non-zero probability of being in several classes. Even if one cannot say which class the fragments are in, similar fragments will have similar patterns of probabilities. This could be seen by the dot product of class membership probability vectors and is formalised below (eq. 4). In this work, the classification comes from a maximally parsimonious Bayesian classification of fragments. The number of classes is typically of the order of 10^2^, the fragment length *k*= 6 and the amount of training data of the order of 10^6^observations.

The classes used here are sets of statistical distributions. These are multinomial Bernoulli distributions for the discrete (sequence) properties, Gaussian for the continuous (structural) properties and appropriate mixture models to combine sequence and structure. For example, one may have a pure structure classification based on *φ*and *ψ*backbone angles. One class within such a classification would have *k*pairs of *φ*and *ψ*distributions (one for each of the *k*residues). Given some observation (fragment), one can can calculate its probability of being in a class by calculating the probability of each *φ*,*ψ*pair within the corresponding distributions that define the class and taking the product of these probabilities.

Exactly the same process can be applied to sequence by using distributions of amino acid probabilities at each of the *k*sites within a class. Instead of Gaussian distributions, one has 20-way probabilities at each site. Different classes will reflect the different probabilities of finding each amino acid at each position. Class membership of a fragment is simply calculated from the product of the probabilities of each amino acid occurring at each site within the class.

Finally, a classification can combine sequence and structure distributions. Class membership of a fragment is just the product of probabilities of finding its sequence (discrete) and structure (continuous) descriptors within some class.

In practice, structure classes were based on bivariate Gaussian distributions in order to account for the strong correlation of *φ*,*ψ*angles within residues.

Describing proteins by fragments is not new, but the philosophy here differs from most literature examples \[[@B36]-[@B39]\]. Firstly, the classification is probabilistic. A fragment is never a member of just one class. It may have 0.99 probability of being in one class or it may have partial membership of a few classes. This is particularly important for robustness in comparison problems as described below. Secondly, the clustering does not rely on an explicit measure of cluster similarity or distance. Instead, a model is constructed for the data and the likelihood of the model is optimised, with no need to explicitly consider distances between clusters. Finally, there are almost no preconceptions built into the clustering since we rely on unsupervised learning. If α-helices, β-strands or sequence patterns of hydrophobicity and hydrophilicity are found, it is a consequence of fitting a statistical model, not chemical preconceptions.

Methods
=======

Data sets
---------

The training data was a set of protein chains taken from the protein data bank (PDB) \[[@B40]\] such that no two members of the list had more than 50 % sequence identity \[[@B41]\]. After removing all chains with less than 40 residues and the few with unknown sequence, each possible overlapping fragment of length *k*was extracted. Fragments with any bond longer than 2 Å were discarded, leaving a set of just over 1.5 × 10^6^fragments of length *k*≤ 6.

A set of protein pairs was used for testing alignments and selected so that there should be some structural similarity, but little sequence similarity. Starting from a list of related pairs of proteins \[[@B42]-[@B45]\], a set of 2 902 pairs was selected by requiring the members of the pair have less than 19 % sequence identity, but were superimposable to 3 Å or less over at least 40 residues.

Classification
--------------

For classifications based only on sequence, each of the *k*residues in each class was modelled by a 20-way categorical (multi-way Bernoulli) distribution. For classifications using backbone angles, *φ*and *ψ*of each residue were shifted into the periods of 0 to 2*π*and -*π*/2 to 3*π*/2 respectively and treated as continuous descriptors. To allow for correlations between *φ*and *ψ*angles, they were modelled as bivariate Gaussian distributions of the form

$$p(\mathbf{\theta}) = \frac{\exp\left( {- \frac{1}{2}\left( {\mathbf{\theta} - \mathbf{\mu}_{\mathbf{\theta}}} \right)\,\mathbf{C}^{- 1}\left( {\mathbf{\theta} - \mathbf{\mu}_{\mathbf{\theta}}} \right)^{\text{T}}} \right)}{\left( {\left( {2\pi} \right)^{2}\left| \mathbf{C} \right|} \right)^{\frac{1}{2}}}$$

where **θ**is the two-dimensional vector for a *φ*, *ψ*pair and **μ**~*θ*~is the corresponding vector of means. **C**is the covariance matrix, \|**C**\| the absolute value of the corresponding determinant and (**θ**-**μ**~**θ**~)^T^is the transpose of (**θ**-**μ**~**θ**~). Classifications using both sequence and structure used a mixture model with both the discrete and continuous distributions.

Given the distribution types, expectation maximization was used to find the model (parameter set) which maximises the likelihood of the data \[[@B46]\]. One uses an initial guess for the distribution parameters and re-estimates the distribution properties. These estimates are then used to re-calculate the distribution properties and the process iterated until a maximum in terms of likelihood is reached. This is usually a local maximum, so the entire classification process is repeated many times.

Probability calculations were done in wurst \[[@B47]\], but the classifications were constructed using the implementation of Cheeseman and Stutz searching over both the distribution parameters and number of classes \[[@B48]\]. This probabilistic approach leads to some useful results. There is a formal method for estimating the relative probability of a classification. Firstly, one has to be able to calculate a probability *P*(**f**~*i*~∈ *c*~*j*~) that a fragment *i*with its vector of attributes (angles, sequence) **f**~*i*~is a member of class *c*~*j*~. This depends on the product of the probability of seeing each of the *m*attributes in each of the distributions

$$P\left( {\mathbf{f}_{i}\left| \mathbf{v}_{j} \right.} \right) = w_{j}{\prod\limits_{m}{P\left( {f_{i,m}\left| {\mathbf{f}_{i} \in c_{j},\mathbf{v}_{j,m}} \right.} \right)}}$$

where **v**~*j*~is the set of distribution properties describing class *j*. *w*~*j*~is the weight or probability associated with class *j*. The product runs over the *m*attributes and considers the parameters **v**~*j*,*m*~which describe the *m*\'th attribute in the *j*\'th class. When calculating the probability of a fragment being in a class, eq 2 is applied to all classes and normalised so that the sum of probabilities is one. The class weights, *w*, reflect the importance of a class and are subject to the normalisation ${\sum\limits_{j}w_{j}} = 1$.

There are two more consequences. Firstly, there is a measure for the relative success of a classification. The probability of the database *F*of fragments depends on the probability of seeing all of the contributing fragments and the set *V*of all **v**~*j*,*m*~

$$P\left( {F\left| V \right.} \right) = {\prod\limits_{i}\left( {\sum\limits_{j}\left( {w_{j}{\prod\limits_{m}{P\left( {f_{i,m}\left| {\mathbf{f}_{i} \in c_{j},\mathbf{v}_{jm}} \right.} \right)}}} \right)} \right)}$$

and this introduces a strong element of parsimony. Any time new parameters are introduced, one brings in a multiplicative factor less than one. Thus, any time a new class is introduced, the probability of the data set appears to decrease unless the new class is strongly supported by the data. This means the method is not very susceptible to overfitting and there is a tendency to find the minimal number of classes necessary to model the data.

The search over parameters can then be summarised. For a given trial number of classes, distribution parameters were initially chosen randomly, optimized with expectation minimization and the process repeated many times. This was then repeated so as to optimise the number of classes. For a fragment length of *k*, this leads to a number of parameters to optimize as shown in Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"}.

###### 

Parameters optimized during clustering

  Classification         *n*~*disc*~   *n*~*cont*~   *n*~*total*~
  ---------------------- ------------- ------------- --------------
  sequence               20*k*         0             20*k*
  structure              0             5*k*          5*k*
  sequence + structure   20*k*         5*k*          25*k*

For the three types of classification and for fragments of length *k*, *n*~*disc*~is the number of adjustable parameters associated with discrete distributions, *n*~*cont*~the number of adjustable parameters associated with continuous (multivariate Gaussian) distributions and *n*~*total*~the total number of adjustable parameters.

Similarity and alignments
-------------------------

Given a classification, it could then be used for the calculation of alignments. If a classification is based on fragments of length *k*, then a protein with *n*~*r*~residues is broken into *n*~*r*~- *k*+ 1 overlapping fragments. The class membership probabilities could then be assigned using eq 2. Given *n*~*c*~classes, a fragment is characterised by an *n*~*c*~-dimensional vector, so a protein can be seen as *n*~*r*~- *k*+ 1 vectors in an *n*~*c*~-dimensional space. Given two such protein fragments *i*and *j*, probably from different proteins, one can calculate a similarity measure *s*~*ij*~

where **p**~*i*~denotes the vector of class probabilities for fragment *i*. If the two vectors have been normalised to unit vector length, *s*~*ij*~offers a rather rigorous measure of similarity in the range 0 to 1. These s~*ij*~scores can be used as the elements of a similarity matrix suitable for calculating optimal pairwise alignments. The procedure can be applied to probabilities calculated from pure sequence or pure structure or combined sequence and structure. Unlike conventional scoring methods, eq. 4 does not relate to single sites or amino acids in a protein. The vector **p**~*i*~reflects *k*residues. This means that each entry *s*~*ij*~in the score matrix reflects the contribution of *k*overlapping fragments, each of length *k*, so it is sensitive to an environment of 2*k*- 1 residues. All alignments were calculated with wurst \[[@B47]\] using the Gotoh version \[[@B49]\] of the Smith and Waterman \[[@B50]\] algorithm and with parameters optimized as described below.

In order to optimize alignment parameters or measure the quality of alignments, a cost function was used which does not rely on any reference or ideal alignments. Given a pair of proteins \"A\" and \"B\" of known structure, they can be aligned by some method such as sequence alignment. From the alignment, a backbone model for \"A\" can be calculated using the coordinates of \"B\". The operational definition of alignment quality is a geometric measure for how close the model is to the original coordinates for \"A\". This can be calculated and averaged over the set of 2 902 protein pairs (described above) and done for both AB and BA pairs. The structural measure used is similar to the *Q*-value common in the folding literature which quantifies how many correct contacts are made within a protein \[[@B51],[@B52]\]. First, one calculates the difference between C^*α*^based distance matrices \[[@B53],[@B54]\], sometimes referred to as the distance matrix error (DME) \[[@B55],[@B56]\]

$$DME_{nat,model} = \left( {\frac{2}{N_{res}(N_{res} - 1)}{\sum\limits_{i < j}^{N_{res}}\left( {r_{ij}^{nat} - r_{ij}^{model}} \right)^{2}}} \right)^{\frac{1}{2}}$$

where $r_{ij}^{nat}$ is the distance between C^*α*^~*i*~and C^*α*^~*j*~in the native structure and $r_{ij}^{model}$ is the corresponding distance in the model and the summation runs over the *N*~*res*~aligned residues. Next, one defines a threshold, *DME*^*cut*^= 4.0 Å, bearing in mind the typical C^*α*^- C^*α*^distance between adjacent residues is 3.8 Å. Then one discards the elements where the two distance matrices are most different, until *DME*~*nat*,*model*~is less than or equal to *DME*^*cut*^. The remaining fraction of the distance matrix is *f*({**r**^*nat*^},{**r**^*model*^}) where {**r**^*x*^} is the set of C^*α*^coordinate vectors from molecule *x*. In pseudocode, one can describe the process:

   while (DME~*nat*,*model*~\>DME^*cut*^) {

      remove largest distance difference from C^*α*^distance matrix

      recalculate *DME*~*nat*,*model*~

      *f*({**r**^*nat*^},{**r**^*model*^}) = fraction of distance difference matrix remaining

   }

To convert this to a penalty function, one notes that *f*({**r**^*nat*^},{**r**^*model*^}) near 1 means structures are nearly identical, but below about 0.5, there is little similarity. This leads to the use of a smooth switching (sigmoidal) function centred at 0.7. The final cost function *C*is then

$$C = - \frac{1}{N_{pair}}{\sum\limits_{i = 1}^{N_{pair}}\left( {1 + e^{b{({a - f{({{\overset{\rightarrow}{r}}_{nat_{i}},{\overset{\rightarrow}{r}}_{model_{i}}})}})}}} \right)^{\, - 1}}$$

where *a*= 0.7 and *b*= 15 (an arbitrary choice for the shape of the sigmoid). The summation ran over all *N*~*pair*~= 2 902 protein pairs.

Given this measure of alignment quality, parameters were optimized with a simplex optimizer as previously described \[[@B57]\]. In this work, gap penalties were optimized as well as a constant zero-offset added to each scoring matrix. This is necessary since the scoring procedure provides only positive numbers. This structure-based cost function was used as the measure of alignment quality (Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}) with 90 % of the data used for optimizing and 10 % reserved for testing.

![**Alignment quality from different methods**. Each bar shows the value of the cost function (eq. 6) for alignments after optimizing gap penalties and zero-offset added to score matrices. Random: score matrices filled with gaussian distributed random numbers; blosum : a blosum62 matrix, seq frag: fragments from a pure sequence classification, struct frag: fragments from a pure structural classification; seq+struct frag: fragments from a combined sequence and structure classification.](1748-7188-3-4-1){#F1}

The one psi-blast database search referred to below used a profile built with acceptance parameters orders of magnitude more careful than default values \[[@B58]\]. 15 iterations were run, accepting homologues from the non-redundant protein sequence database with an *e*-value \< 10^-10^, 10 iterations with the threshold set at 10^-8^and 5 iterations with the threshold set at 2 × 10^-5^. This profile was then used as a query against sequences derived from protein data bank structures. For comparison, the default acceptance threshold is *e*-value \< 5 × 10^-3^.

Results
=======

Classification in general
-------------------------

Fragment classifications were attempted for pure sequence, pure structure and combined sequence+structure and for fragment lengths up to *k*= 6. Larger values of *k*may be desirable and there may be ample data (1.5 × 10^6^data points), but the parameter search space becomes intractably large. One should note that one never finds the optimal classification or even the correct number of classes for any realistic problem. The next point is that it is not always meaningful to simply quote the number of classes. For fragment length *k*= 6 and a pure structural classification, a good classification was found with 248 classes, but this number alone is misleading. One can estimate the importance of each class by summing class membership probabilities over all data points and their partial class memberships. Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"} shows the importance of each class after ranking them. The first class accounts for nearly 18 % of the data and 80 % of the observations are accounted for by 125 classes. Although the numbers depend on the kind of classification, this property is clear. There may be a large number of classes, but their importance varies tremendously so the more common classes are well characterized.

![**Number of classes**. The relative weight, *w*, or importance of each class is shown as well as the cumulative probability, *w*~*cum*~accounted for by the classes taken from a pure structure classification with *k*= 6. Lines connecting the points have no meaning, but are used to guide the eye.](1748-7188-3-4-2){#F2}

Finally, one can see how well a classification reflects the original data. First, the training data was put into bins of 0.4 × 0.4 radians in the *φ*and *ψ*dimensions and treated as a probability distribution which could be compared against probabilities from a classification. The first measure was the Kullback-Leibler divergence, *D*~*KL*~given by

$$D_{KL} = {\sum\limits_{i,j}{p_{ij}^{H}\ln\frac{p_{ij}^{H}}{p_{ij}^{C}}}}$$

where the superscript *H*denotes a histogram from the training data, *C*denotes the classification and *p*~*ij*~is the probability for bin *i*,*j*. *D*~*KL*~is zero if two distributions are the same and grows as they differ. Similarly, one can treat the two-dimensional histogram from the training data and probabilities from the classification as vectors and then calculate a dot product. This will equal 1 if the two distributions are the same.

Using the same classification as above, *D*~*KL*~= 0.22, whereas a random distribution gives *D*~*KL*~= 2.01. Labelling the dot product as *D*~*p*~, we find *D*~*p*~= 0.89 for the classification, but 0.26 for a random distribution. Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"} shows how these values depend on the number of classes considered. Most of the information is given by about the 50 most important classes. By eye, the details are different to Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, but the trend is clear. A classification may have 300 classes, but some tens of classes explain the bulk of the data. The rest of the classes reflect less frequent protein motifs. Numerically, the classification behaves more like one with only tens of classes. The small prior weights (*w*~*i*~in eq. 2) mean that these classes rarely come into play.

![**Quality of classification**. Kullbach-Leibler divergence, *D*~*kl*~(circles) and dot product *D*~*p*~(squares) as a function of *N*~*c*~, the number of classes in a classification. Lines connecting the points have no meaning and are only to guide the eye.](1748-7188-3-4-3){#F3}

Given these overall properties, one can consider some example results from each type of classification.

Sequence classification and alignment
-------------------------------------

This type of classification is included as a matter of principle, rather than practical use. There are, however, two reasons why it may have been of interest. Firstly, if one believes in the importance of sequence motifs, this could be a method for finding them. Practically all motif finding methods use some form of supervised learning (training from known data) \[[@B59]-[@B61]\]. The approach in this classification is simply to look for statistically significant patterns without any knowledge of function. Secondly, one might hope that patterns of amino acid probabilities are a sequence signal which would be preserved over longer evolutionary time-scales than simple sequence similarity. In this case, one could align protein sequences using the similarity based on eq 4.

First we consider whether there are some statistical patterns which are so strong and distinct that they will be found by this kind of unsupervised learning/classification. The answer is yes, but it is of no practical use. For fragments of length *k*= 6, the most statistically unusual class, as measured by the cross entropy, is HHHHHH. The second most unusual class was another common sequence tag. The other classes may be interpreted in terms of chemical properties, but it is more sensible to refrain from over-interpretation. This kind of unsupervised learning is not the best way to recognise biologically interesting sequence motifs.

Next, we briefly consider the question of sequence alignment using a score matrix based on similarities of class probability vectors (eq. 4). With the set of 2 902 distantly related protein pairs, alignments were calculated, models constructed and the alignment quality measured as described under Methods. For comparison, the same procedure was done with conventional pair-wise alignments based on a blosum62 substitution matrix \[[@B2]\]. The same optimization of gap penalties and matrix zero level was then calculated after filling score/alignment matrices with gaussian distributed random numbers. Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"} compares the results from the different approaches. The cost function (eq. 6) is based on the similarity of distance matrices (eq. 5), so even with random elements in the score matrix, the score will not be zero due to small fragments of similar structure. On this set of remote homologues, the more expensive method does not produce better alignments than those using a conventional substitution matrix. Although it is technically interesting to find a genuinely new scoring scheme for sequence alignments, it is more useful to consider this methodology in a context where it seems to be very effective.

Structure alignment
-------------------

Unlike a pure sequence-based classification, the pure structure-based classification leads to a directly useful application (structural alignment) and often easily interpretable results. We concentrate on results from a classification with fragment length *k*= 6 and 248 classes. Not surprisingly, the three most populated classes are recognisable classic secondary structure, but soon one reaches classes which may or may not have literature names. The practical application of this classification is more interesting than a reinvestigation of protein structural motifs. When the vectors in eq. 4 are based only on structural properties, they form the basis of a swift and robust protein structure alignment method, available as a web service \[[@B62]\] and fast enough to search a set of 17 000 representative protein folds in minutes.

Firstly, one can look at the very gross average behaviour and compare the quality of the alignments with those from the same methodology using sequences or conventional sequence alignment (previous section). Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"} shows the value of the testing function from the optimization described above (2 902 remote protein pairs) and the bar labelled \"struct frag\" refers to the structure-based alignment with this methodology. As expected, when aligning pairs of proteins with weak sequence homology, a structure based method performs much better. One may also note that the bars never go below -0.7. This reflects the fact that one is working with protein pairs whose structures are often somewhat dissimilar and the function only approaches -1 as structures become identical.

One can look at average performance, but when comparing protein alignments, it may be that there are many methods which perform similarly, even with approaches based on methods ranging from local distance information mean field methods \[[@B6]-[@B35],[@B63]-[@B66]\]. In this case, it is more important to look for examples which characterise a method and where the results reflect the peculiarities of a technique.

To make the point, we consider two extreme examples, one of which may suggest a weakness in the implementation here. The first example is 1qys. This was deliberately constructed so as to have a unique topology \[[@B67]\]. By design, it should have no structural homologues. Searches with two example reputable servers \[[@B23],[@B44]\] find some similar structures with alignments of 71 or less residues. Searching with this methodology finds the same hits, but also an interesting candidate similarity ranked fourth in its list. Figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"} shows the 90 aligned residues from 1qys to 1jtk. The colour coding is such that aligned residues in the two structures have the same colour. The potential problem here is clear. The two left-most (C-terminal) β-strands in protein 1jtk are oriented the wrong way. This alignment only requires a gap of length two. A partisan could argue that this is a significant similarity. One could also argue that since the arrangement of a β-strand is wrong, the result should be thrown away.

![**Putative homologue of 1qys**. Aligned residues from 1qys and 1jtk superimposed. Aligned residues have the same colour. Drawn with molscript \[83\].](1748-7188-3-4-4){#F4}

Secondly one can consider a protein with little regular secondary structure. The protein data bank was searched for a chain with more than 100 residues, whose structure was determined by X-ray crystallography and with less than 7 % annotated α-helix or β-strand. The first protein found was 1kct \[[@B68]\], an α-1-antitrypsin at 3.5 Å resolution, partially shown on the left of Figure [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}. Many homologues of this protein can be found by a simple sequence search, but this structure seems to be so distorted, that a method based on recognising regular secondary structure finds no similar structures in the protein data bank \[[@B23]\]. Even a method based on distance matrix similarities does not find any significant structural homologues \[[@B8]\]. Scanning the protein data bank with 1kct and this probabilistic methodology yields a series of anti-trypsins, the most remote of which (14^th^rank) is 1jjo shown on the right hand side of the figure. The similarity by eye is clear, but the irregularity in the query structure renders it a difficult case for some programs. Obviously, one example does not mean the code described here is in any sense better than other structure similarity finding programs. It is a deliberately chosen extreme example which highlights different properties of this methodology.

![**Structural alignment of 1kct and 1jjo**. Aligned residues as calculated by the classification probability vector method are shown. Of the 374 residues present in the 1kct coordinates, 186 are aligned to sites in 1jjo chain C with 20 % sequence identity. Aligned residues have the same colour.](1748-7188-3-4-5){#F5}

Combined sequence and structure alignment
-----------------------------------------

We have considered alignments based on class probability vectors where the original descriptors came from protein sequence (Bernoulli distributions) or structure (Gaussian distributions). The methodology implied by eq. 2 and 3 can also be applied to the mixture model including both sequence and structure information. This means one can calculate true combined sequence and structure alignments. Firstly, it is easy to see why this approach will differ from either a pure sequence or structure method. To make the point, Figure [6](#F6){ref-type="fig"} shows some classes from a classification with fragment length *k*= 6 and 267 classes. The structural fragments were constructed using the *φ*and *ψ*angles from each of the 6 bivariate Gaussian distributions in the class. The residue probabilities in the bar plots are scaled relative to background probabilities, so a 1/4 high bar at a position in a fragment would mean that the probability of an amino acid type simply follows the background distribution.

![**Fragment classes from combined sequence and structure**. Class is the class number, ranked by weight, wt: the statistical weight of the class. Bar plots show the prevalence of residue types at each position, where hydrophobic is the set of residues: l, i, m, v, f, y, c, w and polar is d, e, n, k, s, q, t, r, h, a.](1748-7188-3-4-6){#F6}

The three classes with the highest statistical weight are structurally indistinguishable α-helical, but differ in their sequence profile. The second and third classes show the periodicity of amphipathic helices. Two example β-strand classes are shown which again differ in their sequence propensities. The last example (class 15) at the bottom of the plot shows a different property. The amino acid probabilities do not differ too much from background probabilities, except at position 4, which almost has to be a glycine. Looking at the fragment, it is clear that this is part of a classic, well characterised turn \[[@B69],[@B70]\].

These fragments from the combined mixture model were also used for alignments and the gross performance is given by the bar in Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"} labelled \"seq+struct frag\". Averaging over the 5 804 models, there seems to be little difference between the combined method and pure structural alignments. Of course, there are many differences in individual pairs, especially where similarity is very weak. As an example, we searched for a case which is slightly counter to what one would expect. Usually, one expects protein sequences to diverge faster than structure and this is the basis for discussions on surprising protein similarities \[[@B11]\]. Given the methodology available here, we looked for an example in the other direction -- a pair of proteins where the structural similarity score is poor, but an alignment using sequence and structure descriptors scored well. An example combined alignment is shown in Figure [7](#F7){ref-type="fig"}. No pure structural alignment is shown. Using either 1fa4 or 1zpu (chain A) as a search model, neither 1zpu or 1fa4 was found as a structural homologue with four servers \[[@B11],[@B14],[@B23],[@B42]-[@B44],[@B71]\]. A pure structure-based search using our code found no significant hit and explicitly calculating an alignment aligned 90 residues (2 single gaps) but with a root mean square difference calculated at C^*α*^atoms of 16.5 Å.

![**Simultaneous sequence and structure alignment of 1fa4 and 1zpu**. Residues 22 to 105 from 1fa4 aligned to residues 58--145 of 1zpu (chain A). Aligned residues have the same colour.](1748-7188-3-4-7){#F7}

A combined sequence to structure alignment resulted in the superposition of Figure [7](#F7){ref-type="fig"}. Within the 89 aligned residues there is only 13 % sequence identity and it only covers about 17 % of the 529 residues from chain A of 1zpu. It would be reasonable to doubt its significance. In fact, both are copper containing proteins involved in redox chemistry, albeit one from algae \[[@B72]\] the other from yeast \[[@B73]\]. Interestingly, it is possible to find a very remote sequence connection between the two proteins. Using the sequence of 1fa4 as a query, a sequence profile was built using the non-redundant protein sequence database and used to search against protein data bank sequences \[[@B58]\]. This finds 1zpu as a potential homologue with a very poor *e*-value (0.02). By itself, this would also not be considered significant. Most persuasively, the iterated sequence search from psi-blast aligns residues 34 to 123 of 1zpu and the combined sequence/structure alignment using our code aligns almost exactly the same stretch (residues 37 to 124). This appears to be simply an example of normal divergent evolution, but it is an example of where structure has diverged to the point where a simple structural superposition is not conclusive.

Again one should be clear that this kind of result is not in its own significant. When one is dealing with remote homologues, different programs will produce different results. With enough time, one would be able to find alignments which are found with other codes, but missed or miscalculated using our methods. The interesting point is that there is one method and one scoring scheme which can operate on both protein sequences and structures.

Discussion
==========

Clearly, it is possible to have a single probabilistic methodology for finding similarities based on sequence, structure or simultaneous sequence and structure. The question is whether one would want to. The application to sequence alignment is interesting, but not obviously useful. The pure structure alignment, based on continuous descriptors is obviously useful and available as a web service \[[@B62]\]. The combination of sequence and structure descriptors is an unexploited method which has different properties to other alignment techniques which leads to two future possibilities. Firstly, it is accepted dogma that protein sequences evolve faster than structure, so one can detect similarities even when sequence homology is not significant \[[@B74]\]. With the tools here, it is relatively easy to search for cases where structural alignment is weak, but combined alignment appears to be significant. Secondly, there is the general question of remote homology detection. Protein structure searches are an essential tool when proteins have diverged so much that sequence similarity is, by itself, not significant. The question is whether combining all available descriptors will usually yield even better results. Although we give one example above (1fa4 and 1zpu) it needs more testing and the collection of new benchmarks to find if it is useful and if so, in what regime of similarity. From one point of view, one should use all available information (sequence as well as structure). From another point of view, this may not be true. Sequence mutations are often modelled as random events or walks through possible sequences \[[@B75],[@B76]\]. If two sequences have diverged such that there is little sequence similarity, adding sequence information will introduce noise as well as signal.

The methodology is in most senses rather unusual and there are some assumptions and limitations. If one feels the underlying statistical models are a good representation of protein data, then the rest of the procedure is completely justified. Of course the underlying models are not perfect. Gaussian distributions are mainly chosen for convenience and one knows that there are some correlations which could be included. The distributions in this work accounted for *φ*, *ψ*correlations within a residue, but test calculations on smaller data sets suggest that in a small number of classes there are correlations between neighbouring residues which could be accounted for. The problem is that there are currently 18 parameters per class in a pure structure classification with *k*= 6. Using a full covariance matrix results in 27 parameters per class.

There are already many protein fragment classifications in the literature, but usually with a different philosophy. Generally, these use a structure classification and then see which sequence patterns fit to each structure motif (or *vice versa*). They also require some similarity measure between clusters \[[@B35]-[@B38],[@B54],[@B77]-[@B81]\]. The methodology here is based on a mixture model which can treat all these properties simultaneously and this leads to a very different kind of result. As shown in Figure [6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}, a single structural motif can accommodate different sequence patterns. These are detected in this work since all the descriptors are considered simultaneously. Figure [6](#F6){ref-type="fig"} shows half a dozen classes, but if one were to look through the other 261 classes, there are numerous examples of different sequence patterns fitting to a basic structural unit.

This raises the question as to which is most important when sequence and structure are combined. Unfortunately, there is no simple answer since it varies from class to class and site to site. As shown in Figure [6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}, a class may have relatively flat distributions for amino acids or sometimes a particular site has a distribution far from background probability. In crude terms, summing over all observations and all classes, the structural descriptors are about 3 1/2 times more important than the sequence descriptors in terms of discriminating.

The next major difference compared to other classification schemes is the application. Usually this is connected to prediction. If one has a sequence clustering one can collect structure properties to make structural predictions or *vice versa*. The Bayesian classification scheme used in this work has been used for this purpose \[[@B47]\], but not in this work. Here, we are interested in a single kind of similarity measure which operates in different contexts.

The results (or the lack thereof) for pure sequence alignment make it clear that this methodology will not displace conventional sequence-based methods. The results for structure and combined sequence and structure are far more promising. There are several reasons. Firstly, there are no preconceptions of regular protein structure. If some motif is statistically described it is part of the model. There is little preference for strands, helices or recognized turns over other motifs. Next, the method handles unusual structures. When faced with a fragment which has never been seen before, it will not be placed into any particular class. It will have some probability of being in a few classes. Any similar fragment, even if it has never been observed before, will have a similar set of class membership probabilities and will be recognized as similar. Next, the procedure is rather free of thresholds. The probability of similarity (eq. 4) runs smoothly between 0 and 1. There are no absolute matching steps necessary. Finally, each residue in a protein is involved in 2*k*- 1 overlapping fragments. In this work, this means that each element in a similarity matrix reflects the properties of 11 residues. These factors are probably why the method is rather tolerant of poor structures such as the example in Figure [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}.

The procedure is also rather swift. To make database searches fast, class probability vectors for representative chains can be precalculated. This leaves the normal quadratic running time for the dynamic programming step. Compared to simple sequence alignment, this is slower by a constant factor since the normal table lookup from a substitution matrix is replaced by a dot product calculation.

The approach may be useful for pure structure alignment, but its performance needs to be demonstrated quantitatively in terms of accuracy and speed, rather than by the proof-of-concept examples given here. The main advance is that one can mix sequence and structure on equal probabilistic terms without any *ad hoc*weighting of the terms. Since the methodology is fast enough for phylogenetic calculations, we are now interested in finding examples where the different approach yield different results. It remains to be seen which is more reliable or at least persuasively believable.

Conclusion
==========

With modest assumptions, it is possible to combine protein sequence and structure in one framework for protein alignment and comparison. Larger scale testing needs to be done to estimate its significance. The server is available for structure comparisons \[[@B62]\] and all software is free for download \[[@B82]\].
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